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A SURVEY OF AQUATIC WEED CONTROL METHODS
USED BY INTERNAL DRAINAGE BOARDS, 1973

T.O. Robson

ARC Weed Research Organization, Yarnton, Oxford

SUMMARY

Discussions on aquatic weed research in Britain identified a need

for information on present methods of weed control used in different parts

of the country as this information might be of value to others. A joint

project to obtain the information was carried out by the Association of

Drainage Authorities and the Weed Research Organization. A questionnaire

was sent to 262 Internal Drainage Boards and replies were received from

245. Analysis of the information provided showed that hand weeding was

the most widely used technique, followed by mechanical removal and chemical

control in that order. Only very limited use of biological control methods

was noted. Hand weeding was usually carried out with traditional tools but

one interesting innovation, employing a V-shaped knife attached to a long

rod, was reported.

Mechanical removal on banks was usually carried out with standard

machinery but, in water, the recently developed weed cutting bucket has

found rapid acceptance. Weed rakes attached to draglines are also popular.

Equipment is described which has been developed for the removal of cut

weed from the water.

Herbicides are now used extensively both on the banks and in the

water. There is a need however for more advice on their use and on the

Pesticides Safety Precautions Scheme to ensure that only cleared herbicides

are applied and side effects are avoided. Some novel bank-operated and

floating equipment for herbicide application has been developed.

An appendix describes and illustrates some of the more interesting

modifications and developments of equipment by Internal Drainage Boards. 



ing was held at the Weed Research Organization (WRO) in January

1973 to discuss problems and progress of aquatic weed research in Britain.

It was attended by research workers in official organizations and universi-

ties, river authority pollution and fisheries officers, land drainage and

eiver authority engineers and members of relevant Government departments

and Agricultural Research Council Headquarters. One of the topics raised

by Captain P.H.E. Welby-Bverard, Chairman of the Association of Drainage

Authorities (ADA) Engineering Sub-Committee, was the need to discover how

Internal Drainage Boards (IDBs) were tackling aquatic weed control. It was

felt that much useful information is likely to have accrued within individual

IDBs from years of practical experience and that this might be of vaiue but

may not be available to others facing similar problems. Captain Welby-

Everard suggested that ADA and WRO should co-operate in a project to

collect, report and disseminate this information. This suggestion was

approved by the meeting. Following further detailed discussion the

proposal was put firstly to the Executive Council of ADA and then to the

ADA Annual Conference in June 1973, with a request for funds to support the

project. The Conference approved the expenditure of up to £700 from ADA

funds to cover the employment of a clerical assistant for 3 months, over-

heads, travelling and postage, printing and stationery costs while WRO

would provide accommodation and scientific planning, supervision and the

preparation of the final report.

[t was agreed that a preliminary report should be given to the 1974

Aquatic Weed Research Meeting in January/February 1974 and this full

report presented at the ADA Annual Conference in June the same year.

A questionnaire was drawn up (Appendix I) and sent by the Secretary

of ADA to all IDBs listed in the ADA records in October 1973. When

completed these were sent to WRO. 



The basic information (i-e. yes/no answers, herbicides used) for each

IDB wes then recorded on a separate punch card. Subject cards were also

prepared for the different kinds of weed control operations. From eech of

these may be obtained a reference to all IDBs using that particular tech-

nique (herbicide, machine, etc). Because the object of this survey wes to

gather information on methods of weed control and bring to light any new or

interesting techniques, improvisation or invention, only incidental

attention was given to questions of cost, efficiency and the size of the

pro lem. However, any future survey to investigate these topics in detail

will be able to use the same record system by adding data to the existing

IDB cards end creating additional subject cards as required.

Questionnaires were sent to 267 IDBs. The response was exceptionally

good and 245 (approximately 92%) completed forms were returned. The amount

of detail included in each reply varied as might be expected and 132 Boards

were asked for further information to clarify certain points.

As far as possible the yes/no answer technique was used to standardise

replies and reduce the number of expressions of opinion. It was not,

however.,. possible to eliminate subjectivity completely because the reporter

had to judge for himsel whether a technique was new, unique and worth

including. As a result a number of methods were reported as new by some

IDBs who had only recently introduced them and were omitted by others who

had been using them for some years, e-g- the weed cutting bucket. A large

number answered es’ to a question about new or modified equipment but did

not provide details and thus necessitated further clarification. This was

obtained either b letter or telephone and those items judged to be new or

uncommon were followed up by a visit from Mr. P. Barrett of WRO whose report

is attached as Appendix ITI.

RESULTS

the different forms of weed control are given

it necessary to use traditional hand

and also use some form of mechanised

weed cutting equipmen Sixty per cent use chemicals on the banks while

almost 50% have tried them on bmerged weeds. The comparatively low

number attacking algae (blanket weed) with chemicals comp red with the

numbers removing it by hand or machine perhaps indicates a need for a

suitable, 



All the 10 Boards reporting biological control of bank weeds use sheep

intentionally to keep down the grass and the reeds.

The figures in Table 1 are simply the numbers of Boards using each kind

of technique and do not necessarily reflect the amount of channel treated.

This information was not requested in the questionnaire.

Table i The number and percentage of IDBs using the different methods of

weed control

Mechanical
iia Biological

Total number of

IDBs using each 150 61%

method

On banks/batters

On emergent weeds

in channel

On submerged and | 117 48%
floating weeds 2

On filamentous 60 25%
algae

METHODS OF WEED CONTROL

Hand methods

Fifteen IDBs reported new or modified hand tools. Most of them were

minor modifications to traditional tools such as altering the angle between

the blade and shaft of a scythe to make it easier to use on aslope.

One idea for scything submerged weeds from a boat is described in

Appendix IId A similar tool with the V-shaped knife attached to a chain

instead of the rigid rod has been used on the Continent and was available

commercially some years ago.

Mechanical methods

The majority of improvements to the traditional manual methods of weed

control have been aimed at reducing labour needs by mechanisation.  Some-

times this has been done by using and adapting machinery developed for

other situations e.g. motor mowers and draglines. In other cases, and 



especially to deal with submerged weeds, it has been necessary to develop

new machines.

The questionnaire sent out to IDBs was designed to obtain information

on new equipment and modifications made by engineers to the standard

machinery. It was not intended to collect full details of all the equip-

ment used. As a result the judgement of whether a machine is of interest

and worth reporting was left to the person filling in the form. This has

led to unevenness between replies and it would be unreliable to extract

statistics on numbers of IDBs using different machines. However, it is

possible to list most of the specialised equipment below and describe some

of the modifications in Appendix II.

Manufacturers of weed cutting machinery reported by Internal Drainage

Boards

Flail, rotary and reciprocating mowing machines

Barfords of Belton Ltd.

Bomford Bros. Ltd.

Berky (Krinke & Kriiger GMBH)

Hayter's Ltd.

Lupat Ltd.

Turner Engineering Ltd.

Weed cutting buckets

Bradshaw (Contractors) Ltd.

Herder (Krinke & Kruger GMBH)

F.W. McConnel Ltd.

Weed cutting boats

E** Ge Gibeaux (Importer, Rolba Ltd.)

J. Wilder (Engineering) Ltd.

New or modified equipment

Machinery for weeds on banks

Much of the cutting on the banks is done by a rotary or flail mower on

a hydraulic arm extension. In some instances a weed cutting bucket on the

hydraulic jib of an excavator is used. It is only possible to use the

tractor or excavator mounted equipment when the adjacent land is not being

cropped and in arable areas this means limiting the operation to a period

before sowing or after harvesting. This is a serious limitation to

mechanical weed clearance because weeds need most attention while the crop

is growing. The small specialist mowers from the Continent (Appendix II.2) 



are an attempt to overcome this problem of access, but the few reports

available on their performance in this country are not very favourable.

Of the 178 Boards using machinery on the banks 34 reported having new

or modified equipment. Many of these were found, on further enquiry, to be

standard commercial equipment comparatively recently introduced but well

enough known not to be classed as new.

Machinery for weeds in water

a) Bank based

The most spectacular development in recent years has been the intro-

duction of the weed cutting bucket. Originally introduced from the

Netherlands it is now manufactured in this country in 3 sizes (12 ft,

9.5 ft and 6 ft). The most popular size at present is the 9.5 ft but some

believe the larger 12 ft version will supersede it. Very few Boards are

using the tractor-mounted 6 ft bucket and those that do find that its reach

is often insufficient. A modification to the weed-cutting bucket to enable

it to tip sufficiently to empty its contents close to the side of the

excavator has been made and is referred to in Appendix II.3A-

Many Boards use a weed rake on a dragline. The River Ivel IDB has

bolted a steel blade onto the tines of one of these rakes and finds it very

efficient for cutting weeds and removing some silt as well (Appendix II.3B).

It ig more robust than the weed-cutting bucket but a version of the latter

is being developed suitable for use with a dragline. The Gwynedd River

Authority has built ‘a rake to its own design (Appendix II.3C).

b) Weed cutting boats

Two weed cutting boats are available in this country. Bach has its

advantages and drawbacks and full specifications should be obtained from

the distributors.

c) The removal of cut weeds from the water

Some weed cutting equipment e.g. the weed rakes and weed-cutting

bucket, removes the weeds from the water after cutting them and some IDBs

reported having equipment specifically designed for weed removal. The

Witham Fourth IDB has a weed rake 10 ft wide with tines 2 ft long for use

With a dragline and used primarily for dragging out blanket weed. Similar

weed rakes are known to be used by other IDBs. The Trent River Authority

has a floating weed elevator and mechanised rake on a screen at a pumping

station (Appendix II.4). 



The Welland and Deepings IDB have for some years been using a mobile

crane for weed removal. This has certain advantages over draglines amongst

which are its mobility and its versatility (e.g. it can be hired out as a

crane when not needed for weed removel).

The Wilder boat now has a rake which can be attached to the hydraulic

lift in place of the cutting blade and can sweep up the floating cut weed,

Lift it from the water and dump it on the bank.

Machinery for algae (blanket weed)

One hundred and fifty one IDBs use machinery for removing algae.

Fifteen reported new or modified equipment, but when these were investigated

it was found that most were either weed-cutting buckets or weed rakes. In

fact the seme equipment as is used for submerged weeds.

Chemical weed control

The use of herbicides was investigated in some detail. IDBs were

asked to provide information on ali the herbicides used by them on the

three main groups of weeds (emergent, submerged and algae). They were

asked for dose, method and time of application and their opinion of the

result. As had been expected most of the replies referred to trade names

and manufacturers' recommendations. Many, however, did not mention the

formulation used and others gave unusual units of measurement (e¢.g- 0z

per chain). In order to standardise and group the treatments a large

prsportion of IDBs had to be contacted several times.

Of the IDBs who returned the questionnaire 95 (39%) do not use herbi-~

cides at all. More than half of the Boards spray the banks of channels

and emergent weeds (60%), nearly half (48%) use herbicides regularly or

have at least tried them to control submerged and floating weeds and a

quarter have tried them on filamentous algae (Table 1). A list of the

herbicides used and the numbers of IDBs using them is given in Table 2.

A number of interesting points emerge from this table. Although

only eight herbicides have been officially cleared under the Pesticides

Safety Precautions Scheme (PSPS) for use in or near water eighteen

chemicals are included in the list. In Table 2 the herbicides and herbi-

cide mixtures which were acceptable under PSPS in 1973 are marked with

an asterisk and it will be seen that in the majority of cases (429)

cleared herbicides were used. 



Table 2 Number of IDBs using herbicides

Emergent Submerged Algae

Asulam 6 =

Copper sulphate - 14

*2,4-D 29 =

*Dalapon 99

*Dalapon/2,4-D

Dalapon/MCPA

*Dalapon/paraquat

*pichlobenil (10) 105

Dimanin
=

*Diquat 45

Diuron 1

MCPA

*Maleic hydrazide

*Maleic hydrazide + 2,4-D

*Maleic hydrazide + 2,4-D + chlorpropham

Maleic hydrazide + MCPA

Mecoprop

Paraquat

Picloram/2,4-D

Sodium chlorate

2,4,5-T a ~

2,4,5-T + 2,4-D “ ‘

Terbutryne = 1 (1) 17: -€17)

WL 63611 ” 3 (3) 4 (4)

The numbe:s in brackets refer to

experimental use, but they are

included in the original total.

* Herbicide. cleared under Pesticides Safety Precautions Scheme for use

in or near w ter.

In the 142 instances when non-cleared herbicides were used 40 applica-

tions were experim:ntal and probably on a very small scale. Most of these

would also have -cceived PSPS "trials clearance” through the commercial firm

supp.yirg the chemical. Of the others a number would have been foliar sprays

on, patches of brambies and other woody species on te bank (picloram/2,4-D,

2,4,5-T and 2.4,5-T/2,4-D) and applied to a portion of an area only. It is

unlikely, therefore, ‘hat uncleared herbic des are used n anything but a 



very small scale. However, that they are used at all indicates that the

user either does not know of the Pesticides Safety Precautions Scheme or

does not appreciate the risks involved. Information on this scheme is

available from the Ministry of Agriculture, Fisheries and Food and is

summarised in the Ministry's Bulletin 194 “The Control of Aquatic Weeds"

(revised version October 1973).

One uncleared herbicide which must receive particular mention is pic-

loram. This was used by 7 Boards administered by the same River Authority

for the control of giant hogweed. It is one of the most active of all herbi-

cides against broad leaved plants, is very soluble and persistent. There is,

therefore, a great risk to susceptible irrigated crops even if only a very

small amount is used and thus it should never be allowed near any water body.

Since this survey was completed terbutryne has received “provisional

clearance”. This adds an efficient algicide to thetlist of cleared herbi-

cides. There are now suitable chemicals for all the main weed groups and

there should be no need to use any uncleared products.

Another point of interest is that in some instances cleared herbicides

have been used against weed groups for which they have not been recommended.

Dalapon is only effective against certain reeds and yet it has been used

on submerged weeds and algae; dichlobenil is not recommended as an

algicide but 17 IDBs have tried it against blanket weed; and diquat is

not normally used on emergent plants but 6 IDBs have done so. This again

seems to stem from a lack of knowledge which could be overcome by reading

the label on the container carefully and referring to Bulletin 194.

On the whole most IDBs attempted to use the herbicides at the doses

recommended by the manufacturer. In practice it is difficult to ensure

the exact dose but there were a few cases where it was intentionally

increased or decreased by 50% or more. Herbicide recommendations on the

label have been reached after a long period of research and development and

it is, therefore, unlikely that performance can be improved within the

limits set under the PSPS by changing the dose. This is particularly true

of those products that have been approved under the Agricultural Chemicals

Approvals Scheme, since this approval signifies official confirmation by

the Ministry of Agriculture, Fisheries and Food of the recommendations on

the label.

Herbicide application equipment

Thirty-three IDBs reported having built or modified application 



equipment. In most cases this has meant adapting commercial motorised

sprayers for operation from a Landrover or trailer with hand lances and/or

long booms

In Appendix II.5 details are given of some of the more novel modifica-

tions to tractor mounted equipment. These are concerned with designing a

spray boom which will reach the weeds in a channel to the side of the

tractor. Some are mounted on the fore-loader so that they can be raised

or lowered as required. The booms are purpose built and may be long and

straight for spraying long batters e.g. Burnt Fen IDB equipment or shaped

to spray both sides and the bottom of a narrow ditch e.g. Witham Fourth IDB.

As with mechanical control spraying from the bank raises problems of

access which are increased by the risk of accidental herbicide damage to

the crops. Where there is sufficient water boats are used for spraying.

There is no commercially produced boat for this purpose and as a result

some IDBs have built their own equipment. A list of those concerned and

details of some of the equipment are given in Appendix II.6. Another

advantage of a boat mounted sprayer is that the water for the spray can be

drawn directly from the channel saving space and time.

Some IDBs have arranged with a contractor to spray dalapon from a

helicopter (Appendix II.7). An invert emulsion (1-e. water droplets formed

in the oil instead of oil droplets in water and the viscosity is increased)

has been used and the dose of dalapon reduced by about 50%. All but two

of the IDBs (King Sedgmoor & Cary Valley and Curry Moor in Somerset)

reported good results. The poor results may be due to the treatment of

resistant species rather than to the method of application.

CONCLUSIONS

The very good response from IDBs to the request for information and

their co-operation throughout the survey has provided very good data on

present weed control practices. It has also indicated the interest in

th's subject amongst IDBs.

Although most Boards still find a need to use hand labour wherever

possible cutting is being mechanised. Generally B ards appear to consider

the equipment commercially available for cutting weeds and grass on the

batters as adequate and little modification is attempted. However, there

still appears to be a need for an efficient system f£ controlling weed

growth on the batters during the cropping season. The availability and 



efficiency of small specialist machines on the Continent should perhaps

be investigated further and so should thé possibility of safe growth

retardant chemicals.

/
No modifications to weed cutting boats for submerged weeds were

reported. The removal of cut weed however appears to present probiems

and some original ideas for overcoming them have been mentioned by some

Boards.

Herbicides are now used extensively both on the banks and in the

water. There appears to be a need for more advice on their use and more

publicity for both the Pesticides Safety Precautions Scheme and the Agri-

cultural Chemicals Approvals Scheme to ensure that only those herbicides

cleared and approved under these schemes are used and that they are

applied at recommended doses.

The correct use of herbicides presupposes the correct interpretation

of the instructions on the herbicide label and this in turn the correct

identification of the weeds concerned. A lack of this knowledge and en

absence of biological advice probably contributed largely to the instances

where herbicides were applied to the wrong group of plants and this may be

responsible for a number of reports of chemicals not controlling “suscep-

tible’ weeds.

Herbicide spraying equipment provided the greatest need for modifica-

tion. No specialised equipment for aquatic weeds is available commercially

and agricultural sprayers, apart from knapsack sprayers, required some

modification or improvisation if only in replacing the boom with hand

lances. Considerable ingenuity has been shown by a number of Boards in

their attempts to build efficient booms and to develop boat-mounted

sprayers. Much useful information is thus available to others considering

herbicide spraying.

The use of a helicopter has been limited to applying dalapon in an

invert emulsion ("Biflon”). All the treatments were done by one firm

centred in the fens. Aerial application has the advantage of speed, ease

of access and a smaller herbicide dose but is usually expensive and the

risk of spray drift increases the risk to adjacent crops. It is unlikely

that aerial spraying will be used for any. herbicide other than dalapon

because the others are much more active and affect a wider range of crop

plants.

Finally the data collected in this survey will form a useful 



reference for future surveys and studies of weed control methods and thé

changes that take place over the years.
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Research on the control of aquatic weeds

Co-operation between A.D.A. and Weed Research Organisation

Methods of Water Weed Control

QUESTIONNAIRE

The questionnaire is in 3 parts.

Section A Is simply a record of whois reporting.

Section B_ Lists the main groups of weed control operations under the
methods used and the 4 main groups of weeds. All thatis
needed here is.a choice between ‘yes’ and ‘no’. Whichever
is not applicable should be crossed out.

SectionC When the answer to a main question in Section B (i.e. one
that is underlined)is ‘yes’ please give details and a
description of equipment used under the appropriate
heading in Section C.

To be of greatest assistance to other people the
description and specifications of locally developed methods
or equipmentshould beasfull as possible to enable them
to be copied.

 



Section A.

Questionnaire for collection of information on weed cgntrol

operations.

Nameof Person reporting

Nameof I.D.B.(s)

Acreage Covered

Address Telephone No.

Section B.

1. Hand methods

Do you use hand tools on

1.1. Weeds on banks andbatters ..................+ seceepeeeee¥0S/NO

If yes — are the methods you use

1.1.1. long established (i.e. been used more
than:l O: years) :.2.25::8¢0sssneesstsseneyrsergesee YES/NO

121-25 Modified by. ED:B.os..<.53.-ccteecseseperrersreee Yes/No

1.1.3. New (including developed by I.D.B. reveeee YES/NO

1.2. Emergent weeds in channel.................-ssveeeeseoreneY0S/NO

If yes — are the methods you use

1.2.1. long established .............c..csssssseessseyens sereneYES/NO

1.2.2. Modified by LD.B...............sseesssseyes serereenev¥0S/NO

1.2.3. New (including developed by I.D.B.)........¥es/No 



AGee

. Submerged and floating weeds..............sssseseeYes/No

If yes — are the methods you use

1.3.1. long established ............cscecssssesssrsesesesersees Yes/No

1:3:2 modified by -BDIBistics.sccseces teescestoesecpa» Yes/No

1.3.3. new (including developedby I.D.B.)....... Yes/No

. Filamentous algae (blanket weeds)................+++ Yes/No

If yes — are the methods you use

1.4.1. long established ...........scscscscscssrsserssseseceees Yes/No

1.4.2. modified by I-D.B. ...........c..-cscsseconesssessees Yes/No

1.4.3. New(including developed by I.D.B.)....... Yes/No

2. Mechanical Methods

Do you use machinery on

2.1. _The banks

and

batters.................s..sescessssssecereereeYes/No 2.1.

If yes — do you have any unusual machines operating from

Dele the bank feeeeeeteac tet ssctceyenncetes Yes/No 2.1.1.

DTDs the water Gala ierecn eee asc oaecons casecestab onesYes/No 2.1.2.

Weedsin the water <...3.........deccososvaceeserssenseosesssesYes/No 2.2.

If yes — do you have any unusual machines operating from

9-91; the’ bank ciccchccedeestasiaceruey--tectacgiteesssseoceee Yes/No 2.2.1.

2:29? tie Water <oses dees circcctescststs.schevtosedosecvecch> Yes/No 2.2.2.

2.3. Algae (blanket weeds).............cssecsseeseeressseeeees Yes/No 2.3.

If yes — do you have any unusual machines operating from

9-35. thie Banks |iccaccespsscavecvetsettecnscsss es Yes/No 2.3.1.

9.325 the Water er rei oecas caceeee reise tthoseaeewtaaes Yes/No 2.3.2. 



3. Chemical Methods

Have you used chemicals to control

3.1. Emergent and bank weeds........-....ssesessssesesteeseesYes/No 3.1.

If yes — please complete below

Method ofdose Ib./ac.
application

Chemical
and vol/ac.

3.2. Submergedandfloating weeds other

than algae..........ceseseseceeecsessesetsseneneeneneees Yes/No 3.2.

If yes — please complete below

Method of
Chemical dose

application

3.3. Algae — (blanket weed) eeeaaSene:SNESNGM sean

If yes — please complete below

dose Method of
Chemical

application

Vsual time of
application

Usual time of

application

Usual time of
application

Result (good
fair/poor)

Result (good
fair/poor)

Result (good
fair/poor)

 



gaat

3.4. Have you built or modified any herbicide

application Equipment .........-..serserseeneeers Yes/No 3.4.

4. Biological methods

Do you use anybiological methods (e.g. herbivorousfish,

Sheep grazing Ct. .....s.cesecsesssecesessessseenseeneecensnseseeaeneneseeseesYes/No 4.1.

4.1. onthe banks/batters...............BikeyseeoeYes/No 4.1.1.

AD sim hee seaterc.gobs aed csc see asa tees eb ge te enntensbouees Yes/No 4.1.2.

Section C

Description of interesting and new methodsof weed control.

Please give details of any equipment and methodyoufind

particularly useful. There is no needtolist tools that are commonly

used unless they have been improved in some way.

Please make each entry under the appropriate heading, on a

separate piece of paper, as this will make it much quicker to handle
and sort the information.

1.1. Hand tools on banks andbatters.

Handtools on emergent weeds(reeds etc.) in the channel.

Handtools on submerged and floating weeds.

Handtools on algae (blanket weed).

Machinery on banks and batters.

Machinery on weedsin the water.

Machinery on algae (blanket weed).

Application equipmentfor herbicides

(e.g. sprayers, granule applicators).

Biological methods on banks(e.g. sheep).

Biological methods in water(e.g. herbivorousfish, ducks). 



APPENDIX 2

EQUIPMENT BUILT OR MODIFIED BY INTERNAL DRAINAGE BOARDS

P.R.F. Barrett

This information was collected during the winter months when many IDBs

were servicing and repairing machinery and it was therefore not possible to

view all the equipment in working order.

Some of the equipment developed by IDBs has not been included. Where

two or more pieces of machinery were found to involve the same basic design

with only marginal differences in detail then a description of one has been

omitted.

I would like to thank the engineers who showed me their equipment and

took so much trouble preparing it in advance of the season.

1, submerged
Two scythe blades have been bolted together giving an arrow shaped

cutting face. The point of the arrow is attached to steel conduit 10-16 ft

long and the other end of the conduit is connected to a handle bar held by

the operator standing in a boat. Another operator controls the boat with an

outboard motor. The actual cutting is done by a series of jerking motions

of the arms. The angle of the blades is adjustable depending on the thick-

ness of weed as is the length of conduit for different depths of water.

The technique is in use by Selby, Selby Dam, Lower Aire, etc Internal

Drainage Boards.

26 Berky slopemower

The slopemower is a 2 wheeled mowing machine with a 4 ft reciprocating

cutter bar. The cutter bar extends on one side of the machine and a long

bar with the throttle control attached to it extends on the other side so

that the operator steers the mower from higher up the bank. It can operate

on slopes of 1.5:1 and is used in areas inaccessible to larger machines or

where small areas require cutting. The machine is satisfactory where the

banks are reasonably firm but is difficult to operate on a loose or uneven

surface. The Middle Level Commissioners use this machine.

3. Machinery for weeds in water

A) The Upper Axe and Upper Brue IDB has modified the head of the Bradshaw 



weed bucket by moving the linkage points so that it can be emptied close

to the tracks of the excavator. This reduces the need for slewing and

keeps the cut weed close to the bank and parallel to it instead of being

spread in a wide path away from the bank. The modification was carried

out by Messrs. Bradshaw (Contractors) Ltd.

B) The River Ivel IDB has attached a cutting blade to the tines of a

Priestman rake, Plate 1. This cuts the larger weeds and is robust enough

to allow the rake to be used for cutting through silt so that roots and silt

are removed with the cut weed.

iC) Plate 2 shows a weed rake made by Gwynedd River Authority. The rake

is used on ditches in the Internal Drainage District where the weed needs

clearing but where the ditches are already deep enough and therefore do

not require dredging.

4. The removal of cut weeds

The Trent River Authority have a farm elevator mounted on floats, or

on a platform in the bank. It is necessary to arrange floating booms to

bring the weeds exactly to the pick up point. Two or three men are needed

to operate and clear the tip etc. but the heavy lifting is much reduced.

This equipment has been set up by the Trent River Authority workshops, and

none appears to be available from manufacturers.

The Trent River Authority also have a fixed screen with mechanical

rake installed at the pumping station at Dirtness. It replaces one third of

the width of the original 30 ft wide screen. The rakes are fixed to an

endless belt and are carried upwards through the screen, the material col-

lected being forced off the tines at the top of the downward travel,

depositing the weed onto the platform at the rear. A conveyor belt or a

tub on rails etc. can be arranged to collect and remove the weed. The rake

is driven by a 10 h.p. electric motor and is arranged to operate when the

pumps are started so that the station is automatic. This machine has been

developed by Messrs. Longwood Engineering Co. Ltd. of Huddersfield, the

makers of Parkwood screens.

5. Land based spraying equipment

A number of IDBs reported that they had modified agricultural

spraying equipment for use with Landrovers, tractors or trailers using

hand lances and spray booms. Since these were mostly constructed of

commercially available agricultural equipment and the modifications were

fairly minor they are not described here in detail. 



Three machines which incorporated novel ideas are described below.

A) Tractor mounted bank sprayer. A 21 ft boom is mounted on the fore-

loader of a tractor so that the height can be controlled by the driver

using the hydraulics of the tractor (Plate 3). The spray unit is a

standard Dorman sprayer working off the tractor power take-off. The boom

is divided into 3 sections for spraying so that individual sections can be

Switched on and off as required. For transport the boom swings parailel

to the tractor. This machine is used mainly for spraying reeds and broad-

leaved weeds on the banks and has been used for 4 years by Burnt Fen IDB.

B) Tractor mounted ditch sprayer. The spraying rig consists of a

V-shaped boom suspended from a hydraulic jib mounted laterally on a

tractor. (Plate 4). The two halves of the boom, each 54 ft long, which

are adjustable for width and angle are suspended from the jib so that they

spray both banks of the ditch while a small 14 ft boom with 3 nozzles

sprays the bottom of the ditch. A granule spreader is mounted above this

small boom so that the bottom of the ditch may be treated with dichlobenil at

the same time. The granule spreader has a screen to prevent the granules

from going on the ditch banks. There are 2 operators, one controlling the

tractor while the other operates the sprayer and controls the extension and

height of the jib. This has a maximum reach of 14 ft and can be swung into

a vertical position for transporting. The spraying rig is used mainly for

maleic hydrazide and 2,4-D on grasses and broadleaved weeds on the banks

and dichlobenil for total weed control in the ditch bottom. It has been in

use for 7 years by Witham Fourth IDB.

C) Combined flail mower and bank sprayer. A system combining a flail

mower with a short spray boom has been developed by the Upper Medway Internal

Drainage Board. (Plate 5). The Board has attached an Allman spray unit with

a 4 ft boom to a Lupat flail mower. The spray boom is mounted on the rear

of the flail mower and the hydraulic arm is used to position the spray boom

as required. The system can, therefore, be used for mowing or spraying,

though not in a single operation.

6. Boat mounted sprayers

IDBs using boat mounted sprayers:

Black Sluice

Burnt Fen

( Middle Fen: of Mere

¢
’ Waterbeach Level 



Middle Level Commissioners

South Welland

South Holland

South Welland Embankment

Holland Blloc

Sutton Bridge

Welland and Deepings

Witham Fourth District

A) Witham Fourth IDB have a small flat bottomed boat propelled by a

single paddle wheel driven by a petrol engine and steered by twin rudders

linked astern of the paddle. (Plate 6). An 8 ft off-set boom is mounted

in front of the operator and is adjustable for angle, height and position.

The boat carries a small tank of herbicide concentrate which is mixed with

water from the river in the correct proportions by a small petrol driven

pump. The mixture goes to the boom and is sprayed immediately.

The boat is used mainly for spraying maleic hydrazide and 2,4-D onto

the grass banks but has also been used for spraying reeds with dalapon and

Spreading dichlobenil. It has been used for about 10 years.

B) Welland and Deepings Internal Drainage Board have mounted a 12 ft

spray boom laterally on a flat bottomed boat. The boat is propelled by an

outboard motor. The spraying system is a Visgol 50 gal unit normally fitted

to a tractor but, in this case, powered by a 3 h.p. four stroke engine.

The boom is set at the necessary angle to the bank before spraying

commences and the boat is steered close along the bank with the outboard

motor. It has been in use for 3 years and is used mainly for spraying

dalapon on reeds.

Cc) A Howard and Dennis boat has been converted for bank spraying by

replacing the cutting bar with an 8 ft spray boom. (Plate 7). Ail controls

including the spray pump are powered by the hydraulic system from the motor.

The spray tank holds 20 gals. The boom has a reach of 10 ft, can operate on

either side of the boat and its angle and height may be adjusted as spraying

is in progress.

The boat has been used by Burnt Fen IDB for 3 years mainly for spraying

reeds and broadleaved weeds on the banks.

D) The Middle Level Commissioners have built a twin hulled spraying boat

with a 24 ft boom. (Plate 8). One man steers the boat and controls the

angle of the boom while another operates the spray system. The boom is 
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Plate 3. A 21 ft boom mounted on the foreloader of a tractor

by the Burnt Fen IDB

Plate 4. V shaped spray boom and granule spreader built by

the Witham Fourth IDB

 



Plate 3

 



Plate 5. A spray boom attached to a flail mower by the

Upper Medway IDB

Plate 6. A flat bottomed spraying boat driven by a single

paddle wheel built by the Witham Fourth IDB

 



Plate 6 



Plate 7. The replacement of the cutting bar with a spray

boom on a weed cutting boat (Burnt Fen IDB)

Plate 8. Twin hulled spraying boat built Middle

Level Commissioners
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